
Ethnographic notes from Palestine.

WED 16.OCT, Ramallah, Palestine

People in here behave like there is no tomorrow. No responsibility, no trust, no security. Work is 

unpredictable as commitment isn't really a topic. I have been giving zumba classes in the gym for 

one and a half month now, and I have no certainty that people will show up. Last week I had 15 

women starting a class, and 8 finished. We had a blast, they shout, whistle, come to talk about it 

after with excitement. One week later, different women, about 15, from which 12 swoops in and out

the studio during the one hour class because they feel hungry, tired, confused, phone rings, hair is 

not good... I start with 15 and finish with 3. It's the same with my cross-fit class with the men. 18 

start and 8 finishes. People want instant gratification, instant results more so than in the West. It's 

difficult to see much logic in what they are asking, too. “Is my child a ballet dancer after your three 

months course?” “Can I see my abs if I come every week this month?” And eventually, I see more 

faces fixed with plastic surgery than anywhere else. 

I can't blame Palestinians. It's hard to imagine more complex situation to live in, more knotty 

history carried to this moment with a weight of which holocaust is only a fraction. We know 

nothing about imbedded suffering and suspicion in Europe. Anyone who gets beaten to a pulp 

enough times will lose faith, trust and hope towards the future. In here, everyone's a suspect. 

After a fight with Jenci I had cried some, and went to a coffee shop to grab an Americano 

with a little puffy eyes. The owner knows me by now, and asked if it was a local man who abused 

me. I said it wasn't and she said I can trust her to tell me who it was so she can help. The fruit 

sellers are double charging as often as they see an opportunity. Taxi drivers are a a completely 

different chapter. The other day I took a taxi home from YMCA, and I gave 100 shekels to him for 

a drive which was supposed to be 15. He gave me 5 shekels back. I got so furious I threw the 5 

shekels around his car, grabbed my hundred back and shouted at him. I might have had a little tired 

moment there, and he only managed to look perplexed and guilty during my rant.

People in here are tired, and I can see why. I'm getting tired, too. Nothing is given, and 

everyday brings a new unexpected challenge or occurrence. If everything is a game of survival and 

trust is an issue everywhere, I started to wonder if I'm naïve to trust the food in restaurants, too? 

There are no regulations, no guarantee that the vegetables were not poisoned and meat was kept 

separate from them. Or they were washed with the same salad bleach we saw in a wedding shop, 

“salad disinfection”. According to Shyrine, there is no doctor in this land who would be fully 

capable and trustworthy for more complex procedures, hence the fact Jenci didn't take the flight 

with me after his surgery in Europe.

None of this worries me on a personal level. I didn't expect to be taken to a hospital when sailing in 

Australia either, and anyway, sailing through a storm without safety proceedings is an instant death 

anyway should something happen. I'm not a worrying type, but to base ones life on a land and 

society such as this one easily creates an existential dilemma. To reach out and try to grab a hand of

a person who doesn't see the meaning of the gesture, has lost hope, knows more than you do, is 

exhausted and out of will, gives rise to scepticism on my own behalf. What do I know more than 

them, in order to justify my presence here? Is there anything I can give so, that it isn't taken away 

the moment I leave the space? The less these people have patience, the more I need to grow mine. 

To see adults walking out from classes because their instant gratification wasn't pleased with that 

particular move they had to do. To experience and understand taxi driver's motives in stealing 

money from white people, to understand the girls running around in ballet class because they don't 

have any understanding of the code of conduct. In order to keep myself sane, I need to forgive 

everything and see it in a much bigger perspective of war and survival.

To guide by example. To show that there are people to be trusted, actions to be taken for ones own 

emotional, psychological and physical wellbeing. To teach perseverance, responsibility and self-



directiveness. To show kindness and forgiveness in action. To introduce the power of endorphins 

and adrenaline. To climb on top of one's existentialism on a day when everything seems to be 

falling apart. 

To turn the left cheek in a place where it's least expected. And as a fun-fact, shoudn't it be 

practised most on a holy land where Jesus was born? It is remarkable to witness how all the 

beautiful teachings of these holy men, Mohammed and Jesus, are most abused on a soil where they 

were born and died. I'm sure this fact keeps one or two theologists awake at nights...

Pride and dependence.

Whilst working through the emotional mess I have driven myself into, my phone beebs. Message 

from the manager of Solo Gym come in: “The rules in our gym that you can’t give classes in other 

if you work with us.” Seems like someone has brought him the news of my few visits to YMCA 

gym. “Okay. In which case where do I get more work = Money to live in Ramallah, which is 

expensive?” I snap back. I'm tired. My zen, my Jesus, my Mohammed is running out. It seems as if 

he isn't sure either, as I'm not getting a reply back. It's quite fine, I can quit working in the gym 

anytime. I don't actually Need the money. I just do it for a little bit of extra, as well as to keep 

myself moving. I'm kind, but I didn't come here to be bossed around by gym managers. If we can 

help each other, that's great. If there is not enough value in what I have to offer, then khalas yalla 

bye.

I lived around enough to teach myself to never be dependent on anyone, or anything. I got a crash-

course idiot's guide to independence at the age of 23, when I thought a man I loved would marry 

me. I was living in London for the first time around, put my entire life and heart on the arms of a 

47-year old Peter Pan-wannabe and he cracked the whole package on a concrete pavement. Never 

did I ever rely on a human being, or a source of money after that. It sounds hardcore, but it made me

the most self-sufficient person I know. If this gym-owner fires me now it's okay, I already have 

another job and savings to keep me going. I am happy to work with people, and I do it for love 

rather than money. 

TUE 5 November 

Life is slowing down. It's nine in the morning and the sun is warming the wretched land where all 

“holy” has left people a good while ago. Two months ago I arrived clueless, without much 

expectation but still excited to see what can be done with the people of Ramallah, the ballet centre, 

and with Shyrine. This alone proves, that I was expecting that I was naïve enough to think that 

something could be done. My only consolation is, that Shyrine as an original Ramallah-citizen and 

former political activitist thought that with me. I should have paid more attention to the “former”.

Yesterday I sat down in the dance studio with a fellow Finnish woman, a school teacher who came 

with an organisation attempting to support and share Western pedagogical ideas with local teachers.

She is leaving soon and I could feel the relieve in her voice. We were talking about getting out of 

the country. She had been in a training which underlined that lying at the airport would be a 

mistake,  “Roosa is flying tomorrow and I'm really worried”. I nodded my head and said I'd be 

worried to tell the truth. Not scared of verbal and physical abuse as long as I survived it, but 

disappointed if it came to the black dot on my name to signify ten years ban. I have a wedding to 

attend to next year.

- But I'm done here. She shook her head. - I don't know... I stayed a little but to follow the post-

programme in which a few teachers stayed for support and any possible questions or you know... 

But nothing. They have nothing to do here. I don't know. On the other hand, who am I to come here 

and claim that I have something to give? She monologued. - That's the problem isn't it... I smiled.

 - To come and think we have some kind of solutions when we don't even know the whole story, the



emotions, the situation. Everything from the history to current situation moulded this land and its 

people and we have nothing of it in ourselves. Yet us Westerners think that we have a right to come 

up with solutions. Or, well, from our privileged positions. Sorry, I know it makes sense that you 

give more when you have more. But we should be offering and not expecting... What ever we 

expect to gain here... Gratitude in exchange or something like that. 

- Yeah... She squeezed her lips together and nodded upwards, like we do in Finland to signify a 

common understanding of a shared challenge. She is younger than me, but her friend already 

worked in a project in Kosovo before so I expect them both to have a vision of challenges that 

working on a war-zone would bring. But at the end of the day, I don't know if one can never be 

fully prepared.

10 November. 

I'm done with this lifestyle.

Walking back from Solo gym, which I call “work” here in Ramallah. I have just given a class to 

five ladies, which is almost ten less than last week. I don't quite understand how people in here 

function. I don't know if I know how people function in Finland, either. Or Sweden, Estonia, 

Austria, Thailand, Hungary, France, England... New Mexico..  Or maybe I have some vague ideas, 

but for this particular existentialism I will embark with more melancholic state for a bit of added 

creative drama.

I'm here now. Like I have been to all the before mentioned countries. Trying to create something, 

trying to work and leave a trace. Something positive, sometimes progressive and humanitarian, 

sometimes artistic, but always finishing with smaller impact that I was hoping for. And maybe, at 

the end of the day, none of these places I called “home” for an extended period of time, was like 

that because of a possible societal change as much as they were about a single individuals attempt 

to connect to the Whole.

And I am walking down this hill, knowing I have achieved exactly nothing more than great 

memories for a handful of small children, yet simultaneously feeling guilty of devaluating single 

individuals experience in the face of the world.

I look at a lady working in our regular coffee shop. She walks past me with her usual forced smile, 

like she has forgotten how it is to feel emotions. She works hard and every time we meet, she puts 

on the smile and asks how I am. I wish her well but I know she doesn't feel well. No one here does. 

I recently heard the visiting people call the city Dramalla. At least I hope it's that instead of 

traumalla, even though both versions do apply. And I'm here, in traumatic dramalla, thinking I can 

be of use somehow. So I make myself useful, work for free in the dance studio, sell handicrafts of 

unemployed women, offer my services to gyms and preach how every foreigner who makes money 

here should leave the money here, too. Buy from the locals. But I can't see myself in any bigger 

picture. I'm struggling to understand my role in the whole, of anything, anywhere. 

Osho is writing about the innate need of people to keep themselves busy with useless activities, 

instead of using time to relax in order to make emotional, intellectual and physical space for the 

actual, useful “action” to take place. He makes useful points about futile “activity”, and fruitful 

“action”. I feel like I'm lost in between the two. I don't know anymore when I'm acting, and when 

I'm just keeping myself busy. What is action, and how do I know if my little haberdashery can have 

more long lasting effect on someone? Our vicious business-planning that took place in Clermont-

Ferrand last year with Shyrine, those few weeks when we draw mind-maps and charts about 

Ramallah Ballet Center, talked with president of UNESCOs CID and Culture minister of Palestine, 

and created this whole plan of  Empowering Through Dance Programme. That felt like action. Like 



we were getting somewhere, like the wheel of my world was turning into a right direction. I felt that

I could be a part of something that can have an effect on a larger scale.

When I was emailing back and forth with T about our sailing ship, using all my time and energy for 

creating fancy words for mission statements and financial calculations in 2012, I also felt that. Or 

when I promised to take a job in Thailand as a dancer and a choreographer, and packed all of my 

belongings to boxes they still are in, back in 2014, I felt like something beautiful and grand can 

come out of the whole endeavour. It would be big, and it would make an impact. 

What combines all these experiences, all these grand shifts in life is, that the big plan fell flat on the 

floor, and vanished like a fart in Sahara like we say in the country I originally left back in 1728.

In my mind, the further I would move, with the most effort, the bigger the impact would be. And I 

was right, in a way: These trips affected me the most. I was deeply wounded by our sailing trip; it 

took me a good few years to heal the wounds after Thailand, and the third time seems to dictate the 

truth I was missing after the first two tries. In English, third time is the charm, and will bring luck. 

In my country, third time “tells the truth”, if one didn't believe during the two first rounds.

But of course, it would be silly of me to blame myself of anything, of pretending I would do things 

somehow differently in the light I am standing now, or regret my past. But on a larger scale: That 

grand big plan that has a societal impact, that something that creates real meaning to everything I 

have done. On that scale, it all seems rather meaningless.


